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Design Your ˆ Hawaiian Quilt
1-day Workshop

Workshop Supply List
In the Hawaiian tradition, every Hawaiian quilt is an original design. Are you curious about how to design your own
Hawaiian quilt? Are you ready to have a fun and totally creative day exploring three ways to design Hawaiian quilts? We
will work on block-size designs in this 1-day workshop. Go home feeling liberated and empowered to further explore
Hawaiian quilt designing! No Hawaiian quiltmaking experience or drawing skills are required. Honestly, if you can cut
with scissors – you can do this!

 REQUIRED: “Design Your Personal Hawaiian Quilt”* book & DVD set from Pacific Rim Quilt Company.
Available in class or in advance from www.pacificrimquilt.com/shop/lessons/
 Inspiration Photos: These can be photographs, books, calendars, coloring books, gardening catalogs, etc. Your
inspiration can be anything with special meaning to you, or the person for whom you are designing the quilt. Motifs
used in Hawaiian quilts need not be tropical, floral, or even anything from nature. Beautiful quilts have been inspired
by the designs in etched glass, chandeliers, architectural elements, hobbies, travel, and so much more. Be open to
the possibilities and bring all of your ideas.
 Paper: 10-20 sheets of copy/printer paper. This can be used paper, or other scratch paper. The more paper you
have the more freedom you will have to design. Don’t be skimpy.
 Used file folders or similar cardstock, template plastic, or other similar stiff but cut-able paper or
plastic: Bring at least 2-3 sheets to create templates.
 Pencils
 Art eraser or gum eraser
 Paper-cutting scissors: You’ll be cutting through 8 layers of paper, so bring scissors that are easy to hold and
won’t hurt your hand.
 Optional items: fine-point Sharpie or other permanent marker, pencil sharpener, reading glasses, camera or
smart phone, 12" ruler.

* The book/DVD will be available for purchase at the class if you don’t get
it in advance from Pacific Rim Quilt Company - www.pacificrimquilt.com
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